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· . 
MISHA BELETSKY 

Zvi Narkiss and Hebrew type design 

ASPECIAL CHALLENGE facing the contemporary type designer 
working with Hebrew is the lack of a clearly defined model. This 
script never became formalized as a lapidary style in the way the 

Latin alphabet was. Furthermore, few historical Hebrew type designs 
were successful enough to merit a revival. The type designer is therefore 
also to some degree an inventor of the alphabet: he decides which of the 
alternative forms of the letter to use, and thereby, if the design is succ~s
ful, which of the forms will become standard. 

The Hebrew language was initially written in an alphabet very similar 
to Phoenician - Paleo-Hebrew or ktav ivri kadum. About 560 BCE it was 
replaced by the Aramaic or Assyrian alphabet, ktav ashuri. The modern 
Jewish letter is its direct descendent. Three main branches are recog
nised in the alphabet we use today: 

N Square script, ktiva merubaat, a formal book hand 
le Cursive, used for everyday writing 
(:) Rabbinic, a formal cursive used mostly for rabbinical commentaries 

(also known as m'sheat or Rashi)l 

Since it was the formal book hand that became the basis of most print
ing types in use today, I shall focus on it in the present essay. The other 
two scripts may be alive and well, but their application is confined to a 
limited area. 

The Hebrew letter as we know it has changed little in the last two 
thousand years. Consistency of basic character shapes is evident when 
we examine the Dead Sea scrolls, written in the first centuries BCE and 
CE (figure 1, overleaf). A modern Hebrew reader can without much trou
ble decipher and read these ancient manuscripts which were preserved 
in the dry climate of the Qumran caves of the Judean desert. 

Few Hebrew manuscripts dating from between the first and ninth 
centuries CE are extant. Ninth-century documents found in the Cairo 
geniza,2 as well as other manuscripts of the same era - such as the Len
ingrad Codex, 916 CE (St. Petersburg Public Library) and the Aleppo 
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Figure 1. Lettering of the War Scroll of the Dead Sea scrolls, first century CE, 

Shrine of the Book, Israel Museum,Jerusalem. Note the absence ofa baseline: 
the characters are aligned on the top horizontal. From The Development of 
Hebrew Lettering by Moshe Spitzer, Jerusalem, 1974. 

Figure 2. Lettering of the Aleppo 
Codex (Keter A ram ~ova, early tenth 
century CE), Shrine of the Book, Israel 
Museum, Jerusalem. Note the subtlety 
of modelling of the characters. 

Codex (Shrine of the Book, Israel Museum) - testify to a mature and 
sophisticated formal scribal tradition (figure 2). Compared to the style 
of the Dead Sea scroils, each character in these manuscripts had a high 
degree of completion, and could be viewed as an individual graphic form. 
Proportions of these letters were pleasant, their construction was com
plicated, and distinction between most characters was clear. 

For lack of a formal lapidary script, these accomplished book hands 
served as a model for subsequent interpretations. They were the closest 
one could find in Hebrew to the 'classical' style. 

After a thousand years of exile, distinct identities of dispersed Jewish 
communities began to take shape. The customs of the two major com
munities in Europe became identified with the two centers ofJewish life 
at that time: Spain and Germany. Spain, called Sfarad in Hebrew, was 
the home of the Sephardic community, and Germany - Ashkenaz in He
brew - of the Ashkenazic. Although Hebrew styles were not exhausted by 
those used in the two communities, and a variety of other scripts existed, 
Ashkenazic and Sephardic styles proved the most influential, possibly 
because eventually they were the ones translated into printing types. 

Sephardic lettering was characterized by a refinement of the aesthet
ics of the style found in the Leningrad and Aleppo codices, further devel
oping its graceful proportions and introducing greater variation of con-
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. . 
trast between the strokes (figure 3). Ashkenazic style took a departure 
from these forms. If the Gothic Latin then prevalent in western Europe 
was narrow, with strong verticals and compressed bowls and horizontals, 
the Ashkenazic Hebrew was squat, with heavy horizontal strokes on top 
and on the bottom, and weaker verticals. Despite the high contrast be
tween strokes and some loss of legibility, the Ashkenazic Hebrew letter 
never became as far removed from the original 'classical' shape as the 
Latin blackletter, and remained readable even to an unaccustomed eye 
(figure 4). 

Figure 3. Detail from the Sephardic Golden Haggadah, fourteenth century, British 
Museum, London, Add. 27210. Note a greater contrast and a greater emphasis on 
the bottom horizontal. Yet the top horizontal remains stronger: most of the bottom 
strokes do not quite sit on the baseline. 

Figure 4. Colophon in 
Ashkenazic style; from 
the DamlStadt Haggadah, 
c.142S, Heissiche Landes
und Hochschulbibliothek, 
Ms. COD. OR. 8. Note squat 
proportions, high contrast, 
rhombic decorative vertical 
strokes, and small counters. 
The baseline is strongly 
pronounced. From The 
Development of Hebrew 
Lettering by Moshe Spitzer, 
Jerusalem, 1974. 

With the advent of printing, some of the most beautiful incunabula 
were printed in types of Ashkenazic form, including the books published 
by Gershon Cohen in Prague (figure 5, overleaf) and a few of the first 
Hebrew titles produced in Italy; however, Sephardic style quickly pre
vailed. Two of the most influential and prolific Italian publishers of the 
late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, Gershom Soncino and Daniel 
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r\~ c~,,;~~~ 
N:'~C~'-Q~-~~ 
Figure 5. Ashkenazic type of the Prague Haggadah, printed by Gershom Cohen 
in Prague, 1526. The small counters of these letters make them usable only in large 
point sizes, as in this impressive volume. 

~;)"Ut,,*,, reM" IW rP1Il "1tUV Y:J-.'7 
np~ ",Y rH ren u r'O')~1J rl<~ atptl 
Figure 6. Sepbardic types used by Daniel Bomberg for the first complete edition 
of the Talmud, Venice, 1519 

Bomberg - a Christian who dedicated his press in Venice to Hebrew 
printing and produced the first complete edition of the Talmud -, com
missioned types cut in Sephardic style (figure 6). 

The history of Hebrew typography is the history of a script used by 
a nation exiled from its land and scattered among other nations. The 
arrested development of form and function in Hebrew type may be ex
plained by constant persecution and the repeated expulsion of the people 
who used it from one place to another. Frequently the presses were closed 
down, entire editions of books banned and destroyed by the Inquisition. 
Under these circumstances there was little room for the continuity and 
refinement of skill that good typography requires. It is not surprising 
then that most significant contributions to Hebrew typography until the 
nineteenth century were made by the skilled non-Jewish punchcutters. 
Among the best of these developments were the 'old-style'3 types cut by 

ntc1'prQ 
'~~n ,~: ,~,~ 'OD l~ n~ ,~, 
: nl!ln ~~ ~O~ nl~~ nl!l~tt:l -.aT · .. .: ......... : . 

Figure 7. Some of the Sephardic 'old syle' types cut by Guillaume Le Be in the 
late 1400s: display (above) and text (below) types. 
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the French punchcutter Guillaume Le Be in the mid-fifteen-hundreds for 
Jewish and Christian printers including the famous Christoffel Plantin at 
Antwerp (figure 7). 

Another noteworthy type was cut by the Dutchman Christoffel van 
Dijck c.1660 (figure 8). Van Dijck's type could be classified as a 'tran
sitional' style, with higher contrast between thick and thin strokes, and 
a somewhat more rectangular, static, and fragile appearance. Unfortu
nately, it was this style that came into vogue in the nineteenth century, 
a time of resurgence in Jewish printing in Eastern Europe, with conse
quent copies losing the subtleties of van Dijck's types and leaning toward 
the 'modem' style. It was a time of general deterioration in typography, 
especially in Hebrew. The characters became artificial and rigid, with 
thin verticals connecting heavy horizontals, hard to distinguish one from 
another (figure 9). 

~Jj7\ ~~v.~ '~~i} "tqP:P I:t~ : ~r:"}f O~Y~ '?!: '~~']'~ iJJ~ 
O'~~~ ;?~~~, ~~~ ,',:\ ~Wl?~ : t?~tl 1'717r~p O~~ 
Figure 8. A 'transitional' type cut by Christoffel van Dijck in Amsterdam, c. 1660, 
from The Development of Hebrew Lettering by Moshe Spitzer, Jerusalem, 1974. 

~'~:l ,rvni! r1~ '''~rvi! C"'~N 
pr~~~v "~nl'n'J:l~ 
Figure 9. Top: Meruba, a typical 19th century 'square' face; note the compressed N 

and the flat bottom stroke of \!! . Vertical strokes become inferior to the horizontals. 
Bottom: Drogulin, a slightly improved 19 century type. Note less contrast, open 
counters, and a lighter N. 

In the nineteenth century the monumental edition of the Vilna Tal
mud was produced by the Widow and Brothers Romm. Unfortunately, 
since it became accepted as the definitive edition of the Talmud and still 
retains this position, its types with all their imperfections are considered 
standard by the religious Jewish public to this day. 

HEBREW TYPE DESIGNER 

The Arts and Crafts movement led by William Morris at the end of the 
nineteenth century in England sought to turn back the stylistic clock 
and to resurrect the 'beautiful book' of the past. There began a wave of 
typographic revivals of full-bodied old-style faces to replace the anemic 
modems. It was perhaps then that the profession of designer in the 
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modern sense - not a person who is taught to make things a certain way, 
but an inventor who can at will choose a certain style over another if the 
problem calls for it - was born. 

Hebrew was indirectly affected by this movement: in 1910 the type
foundry H. Berthold AG released a text face designed by Raphael Frank 
called Frank-RUhl, which immediately became popular, and which re
mains the most popular Hebrew text face today. It repaired some of the 
damage done to the Hebrew letter by modernity by lowering the contrast 
between strokes and highlighting the distinction between the shapes of 
various characters, but it remained stylized, in keeping with Art Nouveau 
aesthetics, static and ungracefuL Its advantages and shortcomings aside, 
Frank-Riihl was important . .It began a new era in Hebrew typography: 
the age of the designer (figure 10).4 

.1m'7J ,~'x' il"lil '1:1 ,ilX"Pil rnl;1p : 11'::1~l;1x 1;1::J7J y,:ml;1 10' 1,o'-rnY'::111 10,1;110 

::1t1'il 111;11::1l' il7JlY 'l~::1 ""::1::1 111::J'l rnx, 11'X 1;1::J Xil1110 11::1"n7J ilX"Pil ml;1p 
rn"il::1 il::1 10'10 rnXil X'il ilXl .ill;1 C'1m'7Jil '::Jilil 'l7J'O '1,-l;1y ,m7J'1 11Ui'mXll 

.11'Xil 1;110 il'~lY::1' il'1::1::1 ,il'YTl::1 C"TI;1 l"l c"n C'T ,c,l;1,plO C'17J'1l cy 

ntZ1'i'l~YOj~'~'~nT';"l:J~ 
Figure 10. Digital version of Frank-Riihl, a popular 'modem' text face. Note the 
similarity of character shapes to the 19th century faces in figure 9: compare the (l. 
However, this is a significant improvement over them in respect of contrast 

i~~-"!j -", ~"'N ",~~~t, t,::V~:' "Nt, N:r'" ~'n 'CC 
~~"I'C M,,'i'M :",:r:: ,~')': ,,'" :lli~ C:r}" '~~'~M C, 
='I~i''' MT 'CC:: ~~N'i~ "','" t,}' ~"}'M' ~'~'iiM t('=~ 
Figure 11. Stam, the first revival of an historical style, based on Ashkenazi models. 
Note small counters and other deficiencies like the similarity of different characters, 
for instance i1 and n. 

Weimar Germany emerged in the 1920s as a center of type design, 
and until the Nazi party came to power in 1933, it was also a center of 
Hebrew publishing. Among many Hebrew types produced there at this 
time there were two important typographic revivals, both based on Ash
kenazic style. Stam, released by Berthold, apparently based on the types 
of Pietro de Sacco, was attractive as a display face but had a number of 
imperfections that made it hard to read in text setting (figure 11). An
other was a letter commissioned by the Soncino Publication Society in 
Berlin from Marcus Behmer for a limited edition Hebrew Bible. Only 
the Pentateuch part of the project was completed by the time all Jewish 
publications in Germany were forbidden by the Nazis. 

Jews educated in Germany laid the foundation for type design and 
production for the future Jewish state. It was in Palestine that, just as the 
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Figure 12. Shocken, a revival of the early Sephardic types. 

dispersed nation began to gather, and Hebrew was reborn as a spoken 
language, Hebrew type was to have its renaissance. 

Schocken was commissioned by the publisher of that name from 
Franziska Barn!)., and was produced during World War 11 by Monotype. 
It is an elegant but somewhat quirky revival of the Sephardic incunabula 
types used by Gershon Soncino and Daniel Bomberg in early fifteenth 
century (figure 12). 

After the war, two other German refugees, Eliyahu Koren and Henry 
Friedlander, produced types that were not revivals, but contemporary de
signs based on traditional shapes ofletters. The Koren type was designed 
for a new edition of the complete Hebrew Bible, the first Jewish edition 
in centuries. The letter was based on a variety of sources, mainly Sep
hardic printed types. It is a clear, easy to read, harmonious, and dignified 
'old style' (figure 13). Henry Friedlander's Hadassa was a robust text type, { 
best used in newspapers and magazines. It was based on Ashkenazic let
terforms, but as the designer minimized the contrast between the strokes 
to make it more readable, it no longer resembled the high-contrast Ash
kenazic letter. Having been influenced by the ideas of the Constructivists, 
the designer was mainly concerned with the functionality of his design. 
The result was easily legible and sturdy, but somewhat stiff and inelegant 
(figure 14). Both of these types were issued in two weights: light and 
bold. A book weight was later added to Koren, and a display wood style 
was added to the metal Hadassa.5 

Figure 13. The type of the Koren Bible. The sh apes harken back to the Sephardic 
tradition, letters are clearly distinguished from each other, the contrast is low, and 
proportions agreeable. 

,pyY~nY01Jtl~C,1:J't)nT'i1'l:lX 
-1 --;: *_111 Itl~! ?()[]12345 6789 on VJ 

Figure 14. Henry Friedlander's Hadassa. Simplicity of character shapes, open 
counters, virtual absence of contrast make it an easily readable and popular type. 
The lower line shows the wood display type. 
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lil') ,{P l'N n:l"'Hl n'""'I~\J J1)'l'Y ""'Intn "):1 n nil n ""'In", 
~, 1)),1) ~I)'7' ~~ "~ 1)),1) 'tl"~\) ~''V)) ,I)~I) ')) 1)'-'1)'-' ~~" 

l11~' ,(i' 1'" n:a,n C"13t7 r"'lI)1 ,ntn 'l!l 11'-3M'-3 ,,,,, 
Figure 15. David, a first calligraphic Hebrew. It was not based on an earlier 
example. The line has life and flow, previously unseen in Hebrew typography. 

il:llil Ail?l pp PN il:11il tPl~O nlVY lilTil '):1 ilDilD In'l 

il ~il'71 1'1' PN ilJ1il C"!lt7 nl\VY 1ilTil ~lJ ilrJiln 1n'1 
~l Y17 l'H il~'il 'C'1!J17 n,,?v 1ilTil 'l:l ilniln 1n'l 
Figure 16. HaZvi proved that 'sans-serif' did not have to mean dull. Its characters 
have movement and strength, reminiscent of the stone inscriptions 

The typeface David, by Ismar David, was the first truly 'calligraphic' 
Hebrew type. Its structure was not based on an existing style, but rather 
on the designer's understanding of the proper contruction for the He
brew letter. He disregarded the traditional variation of stroke between 
horizontals and verticals, distilled the basic shape of the letter, and made 
it light and flowing. The result was a handsome contemporary type, more 
suitable for ephemeral printing, but also usable in book composition. The 
light and bold weights are accompanied by a beautiful cursive, which 
unfortunately never took hold among the public as a type for emphasis 
(figure 15). 

Another design of approximately the same time is Ha~vi, designed by 
~vi Hausmann. This dynamic display type was a departure from the ear
lier 'sans-serifs', in that it captured the essence of the graphic shape of the 
letter without making it stiff or artificial. It approached the quality found 
in early stone inscriptions. A light weight, a book weight, and an open 
style were subsequently added later to the original bold (figure 16). 

Finally these were successful designs in a modem sense, free of the 
historical corruptions and idiosyncrasies that hampered the functional
ity of other types then available. 

THE WORK OF {':VI NARKISS 

Koren, Hadassa, David, and Ha~vi were all commendable types in their 
own right, but each was visually incompatible with the other. A handful 
of contemporary types were lost in the mass of old type still in use. This 
was the typographic world ~vi Narkiss entered when he began work
ing for a printer in the mid-1950s, after studying calligraphy and design 
at the Be?alel School of Art in Jerusalem. The lack of choice in display 
types at the time stimulated creativity: the printing shop created paste
up 'type-cases', with small photographs of each character. It was these 
hand-lettered alphabets that the young designer first tried his hand at 
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His first type for metal hand-setting was Narkiss Block. As in David and 
Ha~vi, the shape of each character in Narkiss Block was distilled to its 
essentials. It went farther than its 'sans-serif' predecessors (the popular 
but poorly designed I:Iaim and Aharoni) in the simplification of form, 
always informed by a calligrapher's understanding of the structure of a 
written letter (figure 17). 

The resolute revision of convention for the sake of clarity, simplicity, 
and legibility that were evident in Block, proved to be a signature style 
for the designer in his consequent work. Another feature of that type
face was a full-range type family: it was eventually released with seven 
weights, suitable for a variety of display needs . 

. 1nl'n '!Jl?<l il11~il '11 ,il?<'1j7il nl'7j7 :n'::1!J'7?< '7)n lInn'7 I!}' 1HJ'"nlll'::1n I!} 1 '7 I!} 

]D'il n'71::111 iln~lI ']!J::1 111'::1::1 n1)'] nl?<l nl?< '7) ?<ilnl!} n::1"nn il?<'1j7il nl'7j7 

nn'il::1 il::1l!}'l!} nl?<il ?<'il il?<] .il'7 O'lnl'nil 1)ilil 'In'[] '1'-'711 ,nmn nl?<'nl?<n 

.nl?<il '71!} il'!J]lI::11 il'l::1::1 ,il'lITn 011T'71'1~ o"n 01T ,0''71j71!} O'ln'n 011 

Figure 17. Narkiss Block. 

.1npr.l '!l1N1 i111;:lil '1) ,ilN'1Pil m7p :n'J!l7N 7:Jr.l V1Jn7 ~, i10'-mV'Jn ~17~ 

:l'O'il n7iJn ilr.l;:lV 'l!lJ 111'JJ nl:J'l mN1 mN 7:J Niln~ nJnnr.l ilN'lPil m7p 

n11'i1J ilJ ~,~ mNil N'il ilNl .il7 O'inpr.lil l:Jilil 'lr.l'O 'i'-7V ,nmn mN'mNr.l 

.mNil 7~ il'!llVJ1 il'iJJ ,il'VUJ 01117 l'l;:l onn Cl1 ,O'71P~ C'itJ'r.l OV 

Figure 18. Narkiss Linotype. 

It may prove to be a useful exercise to compare the regular weight of 
Narkiss Block with the light weight of his next design, Narkiss Linotype 
(figure 18). The same underlying structure, the same proportions and 
movement that are found in this book face, can also be found in the ear
lier display 'sans-serif' face. 

Unsatisfied with the existing book types of the past, ~vi Narkiss went 
a step further back to look for the model of this new design - to the 
manuscript writing hands upon which the early types were based. He 
was, as it were, re-enacting history, correcting the accidents of its course. 
The result was a type with the essential features of the Sephardic writing 
style, following the structure and dynamics of the manuscript letter, but 
not tied to any hand in particular. It was a modern type, suitable for pres
ent-day book composition and accessible to the modern reader. 

Rather than the influence of any specific model, this type betrayed 
the hand of the designer. It is a flowing calligraphic face, following in 
the mode of David, but with a greater variation between thicks and thins, 
and a greater typographic quality - it appeared to penetrate deeper into 
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the page. It had ample counters, large openings, balanced square pro
portions, and a clear distinction between similar characters (n il, 11, n, 
::l:J). The designer preserved a human touch, the feeling of the natural 
movement of a hand holding a pen. 

If Narkiss Linotype was an elegant book type, a later design in a 
similar style, Narkissim, seemed have less personality, and therefore to 
be more universal (figure 19, top). It was better suited for magazine and 
newspaper composition. It is more monotone then Narkiss Linotype and 
more uniform in construction. The Sephardic sharp corner on the bot
tom of " , 0, and W was replaced by an Ashkenasic round bowL These for
eign forms in an otherwise Sephardic letter achieved greater distinction 
between the characters and help the readability of Narkissim. The high 
readability, economy in setting, and simple elegance of this face explain 
the wide popularity it enjoys today. 

Later 'sans-serif' designs such as Narkiss Tarn (figure 19, middle) and 
New Narkiss reflect some of the same modifications in their shape and 
would serve as excellent companions to this 'serif' face. 

Other types designed by Narkiss were the sans faces Shulamit; Ruti; 
Shimshon; a display Narkiss Gazit, based on Ashkenazic manuscript 
letter, but with little contrast; Tammi, a lively calligraphic face based 
on handwritten script; and revivals of historical Vilna and Rashi types, 
based on the types used in the Vilna Talmud . 

. lnpr.l '!:l1N1 il11~il '1J ,ilN'ljlil m7j1 :n'J.!:l7N 7:m ynn7 \v' lm'-mY'J.n \v17\V 

J.\J' il n71J.)1 ilr.l~Y ')!:lJ. 1n'J.J. n1J') mN1 mN 7J Niln\V nJ."nr.l ilN'ljlil m'lp 

m1'ilJ. ilJ. \V'\V mNil N'il ilN) .il'l D'lnpr.lil1Jilil ')r.l'O 'l'-7Y ,mr.ln mN'n1NI) 

.mNil '1\V il'!:l)YJ.1 il'1J.J. ,il'YDJ. DnT71'1~ D"n DlT ,D'71j1\V D'lr.l'r.l D» 

.lnJl),) 1911'11 il11~il 'I] ,ilNI1pil nl7p :nlJ.9'm 7J),) YIJ.n7 \!.II lIO'-nIY'J.n \!.II71!.1 

s J.Olil n71J.]1 il),)~Y 1]9J. 11l1J.J. n1)1] nlNI nlN 7) Niln\!.l nJ."n)') ilN'1pil n17j7 

nlllilJ. ilJ. \!.I I \!.I nlNil Nlil ilN] .il7 DIlnJl)')il1Jilil 1])')10 'l'-7Y ,nlDll nlNlnlNY.> 

.nlNil 7\!.1 il '9WJ.1 illTIJ. ,illYTn DIlT7 l'l~ D"n D1T ,D'7IP\!.l Dllr.llr.l DV 

n~1i7~9YO]n7)tlJnlli11))N 

.lm'r.l '!:l1N1 il11~il 'u ,ilN'ljlil m'jI :n'J.!:l'N 'Jr.l Y1J.n' \V' 110'-mY'J.n \v1'\v 

J.\J'il n'1J.l1 ilr.l~Y ')!:lJ. 111'J.J. mJ') mN1 mN ,J Niln\V nJ."nr.l ilN'ljlil m,v 

m1'ilJ. ilJ. \V'W mNil N'il ilN) .il' D'lm'r.lil1Jilil ')r.l'O 'l'-'Y ,mml mN'nn·m 

.mNil 'W il'!:l)YJ.1 il'1J.J. ,il'YtlJ. D11T' 1'1~ D"n D1T ,D"1j7W D'lr.l'r.l D» 

Figure 21. Three proportionally related types. From top to bottom: Narkissim, 
Narkiss Tarn and Narkiss Classic. 
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m!0 ~~~ '~1tr."'~-'tc :.,~ 1~~ 'W~ ~'~~10 M!~ 
'J1 n~~O,1 '~?1 ,~~-,.,~~ 'jK~-"~ ~~~ ,;~ ~1~~ ,*~ 
:~~ ~~ ~ "?Wiij ~n.1 :l~.h~ t:li' ,~ '6~ ::lD! 
Figure 20. Narkiss !:Iorev, a Tana?! (Bible) face in the Ashkenazic style. 

Narkiss Classic is a recent variation on the Narkiss Linotype design. 
The proportions became more narrow, modelling of the strokes has been 

further refined, and two weights - light and medium - have been added. 

Narkiss's signature middle stroke in W has been detached here the way it 
is in Narkissim (figure 19, bottom). 

I:Iorev is a recent proprietary face designed for a newly prepared edi
tion of the Hebrew Bible. Like Stam and the Behmer face for the Soncino 

Society in Berlin, this type was based on the Ashkenazic hand as a model, 
which presented a unique challenge. The designer had long avoided this 

form because of its complexity and the difficulty of making it readable. 
{ 

Here he managed to succeed in preserving the grace and character of the 
form, without sacrificing legibility even at a small size (figure 20). 

The Hebrew typesetter of today has at his disposal a full spectrum 
ofNarkiss text and display type families, all made with high craftsman

ship, all related to each other, all marked by the unmistakable hand of 
a master. Narkiss even tells of his grandchildren, who are unable to tell a 

single typeface by name but can always pick out their grandpa's designs 

wherever they see them: in a newspaper, in a book, on a banknote, in a 
commercial, on a package, or on a store-sign. 

THE KETER YERUSHALAIM TYPE 

~vi Narkiss's latest creation is a calligraphic type based on the lettering 

of a thousand-year-old manuscript of the Hebrew Bible (the Tanal:z.). The 
unique conditions of this project influenced the designer to produce a 

traditional type with more personality, idiosyncrasies, movement, and 

life than any he had designed before. 

It all began about ten years ago, when a Jerusalem printer, Nahum 
Ben-Zvi, came to the designer with the idea of setting a new scholarly 

edition of the Hebrew Bible based on the Aleppo codex (Keter Aram ~ova, 

figure 4)6 in a letter that resembles the scribal hand of that manuscript. 
Ben-Zvi's father had started one of the most respected printing houses in 

Israel, and was a man with extensive knowledge and mastery of his craft; 

this project was intended as a gift for his eightieth birthday. 
Before the designer was the challenge of interpreting calligraphy into 

typography. Interpretation meant the creation of a completely new entity, 
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not an imitation. He was to create a letter with the flavor and impres
sion of the original model, but entirely new and clearly typographic. As a 
proprietary type intended solely for sacral use, it had to possess greater 
weight and 'volume' than a type intended for quick reading. This letter 
was intended for use in a book that would be studied carefully, and its 
pace had to be more dignified. 

~vi Narkiss has always considered it important to carry over the logic 
and the practical way of making a written letter into the realm of typog
raphy. Some details and aspects of calligraphy would be quite inappro
priate in type, but the main structure of the letter has to make sense in 
calligraphic terms. One valuable calligraphic quality that the designer 
attempted to preserve was an unencumbered movement, the dynamic 
flow of the line. 

What makes a typeset page look different from a calligraphic page? 
According to Narkiss, it is the uniformity of color, the 'calm' of the page. 
His concept of a typographic letter is the consistency of design of the 
letter shapes, a uniform rhythm of characters, and legibility - the ability 
to instantly distinguish one letter from the other. However, the shapes 
have to be conventional enough to be easily identified. The letter has to 
be complete in itself, beautiful as a self-contained form at any size, de
void of the accidental, and just as beautiful in combination with other 
letters, as a word, as a line, and as a page. Ultimately, it's a printed page 
that the designer has in mind. It has to be even, pleasant to behold, har
monious and elegant. 

The publisher suggested that the book be set in an unusual three
column flush-right, ragged-left format, to relate back to the original. 
~vi Narkiss designed a layout that recalls the manuscript, but more 
importantly aids easy reading. Each short line forms an image that is 
possible to grasp with one glance. It almost becomes possible to read 
the column vertically, line after line. The designer was also responsible 
for making the book more accessible. He made decisions regarding the 
indication of various divisions in the text: numbering of verses and 
chapters, names of weekly portions and their parts (aliyot) in the Penta
teuch (Ifumash), and form and content of the running heads and folios. 
To facilitate easy reference, an essential table of contents was included 
on every part-title page, with a full version including weekly portions 
included at the end of the volume. 

The first free-hand sketches of this letter were made with a reed pen. 
Then the designer proceeded to trace photographic enlargements of the 
originals, to become familiar with the structure and shapes of the letters. 
He went on to make large-scale sketches with a broad-edged tool to cap
ture the movement and the flow of the calligraphy (figure 21). A deliber-
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~'l'O 0 n'l',t,~"~~:nl 
tp ~ '-' 1." ~t'V ~ 
Figure 21. Initial broad-edge pen sketches for Narkiss Keter Yerushalaim. 

Ir I Figure 22. Finished drawing of ale! I from Narkiss Keter Yerushalaim. 

ate decision was made to omit some idiosyncratic elements and to pre
serve some others. The last step was to determine the choice of sketches 
to develop and to produce finished drawings of characters with a metal 
pen (figure 22). These drawings were photographed and pasted-up into 
a sample page (not unlike the photo 'type-case' letters from the early 
days of the designer's career), which he then presented to the client. 

The design of the characters was completed and the font was digi
tized, but the main body of work on the typeface - the fine-tuning of the 
details - was just beginning. Besides the characters, the font needed to 
include a full set of punctuation, vowels, and cantillation marks (figure 
24, overleaf). Here came a departure from accepted convention. All these 
elements, which are usually designed as standard geometric shapes, 
here were reconsidered in a style consistent with the characters - as 
calligraphic forms (for instance, the conventional round vowel points 
became calligraphic diamonds). The size and position of these elements 
in relation to the letters needed to be determined, and all the possible 
combinations with each other needed to be considered. To make sure 
that vowels, cantillation marks, punctuation, and letters would not clash 
with each other, as well as to compensate for visual differences of spacing 
in the characters, over two thousand kerning pairs were created. 
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Figure 24. Narkiss Keter Yerushalaim type, based on the Aleppo Codex manuscript 
(see figure 2). Note custom designed vowel (nikud) and cantillation marks (teamin). 
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When the client showed the sample pasted-up page to "his father, his 
father was deeply moved. Shortly afterward he passed away, but even if 
he did not live to see the finished book, in a way he did receive his gift. 

The first and foremost value for the Zvi Narkiss is integrity - artistic 
honesty in design - and he feels that here he has achieved it. Narkiss 
Keter Yerushalaim type possesses an individuality and a human touch 
uncommon for this modern master. It appears as a missing link in the 
history of Hebrew script: a fully developed early type, elegant and beau
tiful, with a direct connection to the writing tradition. 
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Notes 

1. Named after the first book printed in a type of that design (in fact, the first 
dated Hebrew book ever printed) - a commentary on the Pentateuch by Rabbi 
Shlomo Y4J:.laki (acronym: RaShI), printed by Abraham ben Garton ben Isaac in 
Reggio de Calabria, 1475. 

2. A geniza is a place for ritual burial of sacred books. Discovery of such a syna
gogue repository in Cairo at the turn of the twentieth century brought to light 
some of the earliest known Hebrew manuscripts. 

3. I am using the accepted stylistic denominations of type in quotation marks, 
since only a loose parallel may be drawn between styles in Latin script and 
those in Hebrew; after all, there are no serifs to speak of. 'Sans-serif' is used to 
denote monoline, 'modern' denotes the high-contrast letters of the nineteenth 
century, etc. 

4. Despite the fact that its character shapes did not differ significantly from other 
types of the time, Frank-Riihl's non-traditional low contrast and a number of 
other features that aid its readability seem enough to place it with the contem
porary 'designer' types. 

5. Common practice in Hebrew is to use bold for emphasis. 
6. The Aleppo Codex is the earliest and the most authoritative known Hebrew 

manuscript of the full text of the Bible. The Codex was copied in the early tenth 
century CE by Shlomo Ben-Buya'a, then verified, vocalized, and provided with 
the Massorah by Aaron Ben-Asher. 
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